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1. Introduction

The majority of cotton single jersey is circular knitted, and there are strong arguments in
favour of retaining the tubular state for as long as possible during the finishing process even if
the customer, to suit his making up technique, requires the finished fabric to be delivered in
the open-width form. Batch dyeing, in winch or jet, is much more suited to tubular fabric, as
air trapped within the tube helps to prevent the formation of permanent creases and unlevel
dyeing.

As piece mercerisation is usually carried out prior to dyeing to take full advantage of the
improvement in colour yield conferred by this process, several machines have been
developed in recent years for mercerisation of knitgoods in tubular form. One such machine,
the Omez "Mercelux", has been examined in IIC trials on no less than three occasions
(Research Records 86, 128, and 139).

However, some processes, such as printing and resin-finishing, are usually carried out on
fabric in the open-width state, and it is conceivable that pad-dyeing, still in the early stages of
development, might also be more successfully carried out on a single fabric layer.

In some instances, therefore, if the fabric is to be mercerised, it may be more convenient, or
more economical to slit the fabric before processing and mercerise at open-width.
Consequently, machinery has also been developed for the open-width mercerising of knitted
fabrics. These machines are also usually suitable for the mercerisation of woven goods, and
in most cases are developments from the standard woven-fabric mercerising ranges. In fact,
before machinery manufacturers had realised the potential market for this type of equipment,
several finishers were sufficiently enterprising to carry out the modifications to their
mercerising machines necessary for the successful processing of knitted fabrics.

IIC carried out trials on one such machine in a French finishing works (Gillet-Thaon,
Roanne) in 1973, in which fabric was processed in both the tubular and open-width state.
The main disadvantage of tubular processing on such a machine was reported as being the
formation of permanent creases in the fabric, which had to be cut away during making-up,
resulting in an increase of about 20% in making-up costs.

More recent trials, on machines developed for open-width mercerising, have been carried out
by IIC on Benninger (Research Record No. 53) and Kleinewefers (Research Record No. 133)
equipment.

A major disadvantage was also noted in earlier open-width mercerising trials. This took the
form of variability in wale spacing across the fabric width, with the fabric structure becoming
more closely packed at the edges than at the centre. The effect was present in the finished
goods and was not corrected by wet relaxation. It has been suggested [1] that the
development of open-width mercerising of knitgoods must be severely limited if this problem
cannot be overcome.

The Kleinewefers trial and the most recent Omez trial were carried out on an identical range
of single jersey fabrics under closely parallel conditions; this report consists of a comparison
between the two studies.

2. Fabrics

The fabrics were 24 gauge single jersey from Ne 28/1 and Ne 56/2 yarns, and 28 gauge single
jersey from Ne 36/1 and Ne 72/2 yarns. Each yarn was knitted at five stitch lengths to give a
total of twenty fabric constructions.
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The production of these fabrics has been described in Research Record No. 114.

3. Processing

One complete set of fabrics was processed through each of the two mercerising ranges,
followed by normal commercial dyeing and finishing.

A complete set of control fabrics was processed in the same way in each case, without
mercerising; the only difference being that, to compensate for the increased colour yield
arising from mercerising, the unmercerised fabrics were dyed with 2% and the mercerised
with 1.5% Procion Blue H-EG (ICI).

A comparison of some of the major variables noted during the processing is given in the table
below.

Tubular Open-Width

Mercerising

Caustic concentration, °Bé 28 28-30

Caustic temperature, °C 16 14-18

Wetting agent Mercerol PL (Sandoz) Mercerol SA (Sandoz)

Swelling time, sec 57 37

Fabric speed, m/min 40 16

Dyeing

Machine Brazzoli MBC/RL Thies Roto-Stream

Liquor ratio 10:1 8.9:1

Dyeing temperature, °C 80 80

Dyeing time, hr:min 1:40 4:00

Softener 3% Mykon 449 (ROL)
0.4% Avolan IW (Bayer)

2% Adulcinol AL
(Zschimmer & Schwartz)

The main differences here appear to be the processing times, with the open-width route
including a shorter period for mercerisation, and a much longer dyeing time (the dyeing times
given are the times at dyeing temperature, and do not include pre-wetting or washing off.

Fuller descriptions of the processing are given in Research Records 133 and 139.

4. Analysis Of The Test Data

A full analysis of the test results obtained on these fabrics has not been attempted here.
Instead some of the more important properties have been surveyed in order to establish the
presence or absence of major differences between the products of the two processing routes.
Consideration has been given to the possibility that different effects may be found between
the machine gauges or between the yarns (e.g. singles vs. two-fold).
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The conclusions of this survey have been set down under the following headings.

 Relaxed yarn structure

 Relaxed fabric structure

 Strength

 Colour

 Other properties

4.1. Yarn Structure

From changes observed in the average stitch length of the relaxed fabrics (Table 1), the yarn
processing shrinkages found for each trial can be deduced as

tubular: control 0.1% mercerised 5.2%

open-width: control 1.4% mercerised 1.8%

Shrinkages due to the mercerising treatment alone are, therefore

tubular 5.1%

open-width 0.4%

The changes noted in average yarn tex (Table 2) give a somewhat different picture.

tubular: control -2.3% mercerised 4.5%

open-width: control -1.0% mercerised 0.1%

so that changes due to mercerising are

tubular: 6.8%

open-width: 1.1%

These figures are, of course, affected by any losses of fibre and non-cellulosic material during
processing, and by the added weights of dyes and chemicals. Both sets of figures, however,
agree on one conclusion: that the tubular route has resulted in greater yarn shrinkage - of the
order of 5%.

4.2. Fabric Structure

Changes in fabric structure are considered under five sub-headings.

 Course and wale spacing

 Variability of wale spacing

 Weight

 Thickness

 Spirality

4.2.1. Course and wale spacing

Course spacing measurements on the relaxed fabrics are given in Table 3. The open-width
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mercerisation has given results which are virtually unchanged from the dyed, unmercerised
controls. Tubular mercerisation, however, has resulted in considerable lengthwise extension,
of about 10% compared with the unmercerised controls.

Wale spacing measurements on the relaxed fabrics are given in Table 4. Again, the open-
width mercerising treatment has resulted in wale spacings not very different from the
unmercerised controls. The difference is larger than in the case of course spacing, and
indicates that this treatment would give a product about 3-4% narrower than the
corresponding unmercerised fabric. This conclusion, however, is subject to the caveat
described in the next section.

On the other hand, the tubular-mercerised samples produced results indicating that fabric
processed by this route should have been finished 20% narrower than the corresponding
unmercerised products.

In fact, both sets of mercerised fabrics were finished at about 12% narrower than the
corresponding control fabrics, this figure having been decided on after studying the results of
earlier trials. For instance, a previous run on the Omez machine (Research Record No. 86)
indicated a reduction in width, due to mercerising, of 11.1%. The tubular fabrics therefore
were not allowed to shrink sufficiently in finishing, and exhibited high residual shrinkage
(around 20%, instead of the target of 10-12%).

The reason for this difference in behaviour noted between two trials with similar fabric
constructions on the same machine is not clear, although some modifications had been made
to the equipment in the interim. The discrepancy confirms the suspicion that operation of
equipment for piece mercerisation of knitgoods is not always carried out at a high level of
control, and research work is needed to form a more exact understanding of the mechanisms
involved.

The effects on fabric structure can be seen even more clearly by studying the changes in the
ratio between courses and wales in the relaxed fabrics (Table 5). The open-width mercerised
series is similar to the dyed only fabric series; the tubular mercerised fabrics, however are
markedly different with much lower course to wale ratios.

4.2.2. Variability of Wale Spacing

The wale spacing measurements given in Table 4 are average values, calculated from
measurements carried out at random across the full width of the fabric.

However, it has been found in several earlier studies that considerable variability in wale
spacing can occur across the width of open-width, piece-mercerised knitted fabrics, with the
structure being significantly more closely packed at the edges. Measurements of wale
spacing were therefore carried out on these fabrics at regularly spaced intervals across the
fabric width. Initially, the fabrics were studied in the unwashed (BW, as received) state.
Wale spacing measurements were made on both sets of mercerised fabrics at intervals of 3
inches (7.6 cm) across the entire fabric width, and the results are shown graphically in Figure
1. It can be seen that all the open-width mercerised fabrics exhibit this type of variability,
and also that while variations exist in the tubular mercerised fabric, these appear to be solely
of a random nature.

Similar measurements were made on the control fabrics which were tubular finished, and on
the open-width dyed and open-width mercerised and dyed fabrics after five wash/tumble
cycles (AW, relaxed). The dyed only fabrics showed only random variations, while the
mercerised fabrics still exhibited the packed-edge structure, even after relaxation.
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To try to obtain an insight into this behaviour, the standard deviations of the wale spacing
measurements were calculated for each fabric sample, and the results are given in Table 6. It
can be seen that the average degrees of scatter for both sets of dyed-only fabrics, and for the
tubular mercerised fabrics, are about the same; while that for the open-width mercerised
fabric is considerably higher, due to the edge-packing effect.

There seems to have been some improvement following the relaxation treatment, which leads
to the speculation that further washing and tumbling cycles might produce further
improvements.

Diagrams showing the variabilities for each fabric structure after relaxation are given in
Figure 2.

4.2.3. Stitch Density and Weight

Figures for stitch density (courses/cm x wales/cm) and weight for the relaxed fabrics are
given in Tables 7I and 8I. In summary:

 both stitch density and weight have been reduced by 7-9% by the dyeing processes,
compared to the relaxed grey fabrics;

 the open-width mercerised and dyed structures are about 2% heavier and denser than the
corresponding dyed only fabrics;

 the tubular-mercerised and dyed fabrics are 10-15% heavier and denser than the
corresponding dyed-only fabrics, and 8-10% heavier and denser than the corresponding
open-width mercerised fabrics.

4.2.4. Thickness and Specific Volume

Measurements of fabric thickness on the relaxed fabrics are tabulated in Table 9, and specific
volumes were calculated by dividing thickness by fabric weights. These are recorded in
Table 10.

Specific volume gives a measure of the fibre-to-air ratio of the fabric, and therefore might be
expected to provide an indication of handle, insulation and other “comfort” properties.
Compared with the dyed-only controls, tubular mercerising has markedly reduced the specific
volume, whereas open-width mercerising has had no significant effect.

Mercerisation by either method, on the other hand, has had little effect on fabric thickness
alone, and therefore, the changes in specific volume reflect the changes in fabric weight
brought about by the treatment.

4.2.5. Spirality

Spirality measurements on the relaxed fabrics are given in Table 11.

So far in this discussion on the changes in relaxed fabric properties brought about by
mercerising, there have been no obvious differences in behaviour between the fabrics
constructed from two-fold yarns and those made from singles yarn. Spirality presents a very
different picture.

With fabrics made from singles yarns, the effect of dyeing is to reduce the angle of spirality
by several degrees compared with the results found in the grey, relaxed fabrics. Open-width
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mercerising appears to make a further, slight, reduction; tubular mercerising, however,
produces a significant reduction in spirality compared with the dyed-only controls.

The two-fold yarn constructions, on the other hand, behave completely differently. The angle
of spirality is virtually unchanged as a result of the dyeing processes, but mercerisation
produces a sharp increase, with both tubular and open-width processing giving similar results.

Although mercerisation has produced an apparent reduction in spirality angle with the singles
yarn structures, and an increase with the two-fold constructions, the direction of the change is
the same in both cases, that is anti-clockwise.

However, it has already been observed that each finishing treatment can have a different
effect on the relaxed fabric linear dimensions, and by geometric considerations alone, these
changes will alter the angle of spirality. It would be interesting to discover whether any
additional changes, other, that is, than the purely geometric, are being induced in the spirality
as a result of the processing method.

One possible technique for achieving this is now described.

Suppose a tube of finished fabric is cut along a wale line and opened into a flat sheet. The
courses will lie at an angle to the perpendicular to the wale line, this angle being, by
definition, the angle of spirality. Reference to the diagram below will make this clear.

If w = number of wales per cm, and N = number of needles,

then the width of the opened fabric is (N/w) cm.

In order to remove the spirality from the fabric, one edge of the flat sheet must be moved
through a distance, D, relative to the other.

This distance is given by D = (N/w . tan α) cm

and,

if c = number of courses per cm.,

then the number of courses in distance D is equal to c/w . N tan α 

If this figure remains unchanged by a processing treatment, it can then be seen that any
change in the spirality angle is a purely geometric one. If the figure is reduced, the process
can be said to have reduced the spirality in the fabric.
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The parameter c/w . tan α can, in fact, be regarded as an Index Of Spirality.

Values of the spirality index for the mercerised fabrics, and controls, are tabulated in Table
12. It should be noted that the sign indicates only the direction of the effect, not its
magnitude; high negative values are as undesirable as high positive values.

The values for singles and two-fold yarn fabrics are shown separately in Figures 4 (a) and 4
(b), plotted against fabric weight. It can be seen that, when the weight increase due to
mercerising is taken into account, we obtain a very different picture. With the singles yarns
fabrics, there is now little difference between dyed only and mercerised structures; the main
variation which shows up now is between the 24 gauge and 28 gauge constructions.

It is interesting to note here that this index of spirality is made up of two components, a yarn
component and a machine component. The machine component can be calculated assuming
that the yarn plays no dynamic part in the formation of spirality. The number of courses in
distance D would then be equal to F, the number of feeders on the knitting machine, and the
index of spirality would be equal to F/N.

This "Machine Index Of Spirality" is equal to

60 / 1920 = 0.03125 for the 24 gauge fabrics, and

68 / 2112 = 0.0322 for the 28 gauge fabrics.

These values are positive in sign. The convention used in defining the sign of spirality angle
(clockwise is positive) will give positive figures for all machines which rotate in a clockwise
direction.

By subtracting this machine index from the spirality index, it is suggested that we should
obtain a figure which would be related to the residual yarn liveliness, or torque.

4.3. Strength

Yarn strength and tenacity figures are tabulated in Table 2. It can be seen that mercerisation
produces increases in tenacity averaging about 6%.

Bursting strength figures are given in Table 13. Clearly mercerisation has resulted in strength
increases, but it must always be remembered that structural changes also take place, and these
may themselves be sufficient to account for the improvements. To examine this aspect, the
strength data have been plotted against weight for the relaxed fabrics, and the result is shown
in Figure 3.

This shows very little real strength improvement for the singles yarn constructions, but the
two-fold yarn fabrics exhibit clear differences, in the order

open-width dyed < tubular dyed < open-width mercerised < tubular mercerised.

4.4. Colour

In Research Record No. 141, a method is described whereby the colour yield for cotton
exhaust-dyed in the laboratory with Procion Blue H-EG can be related mathematically to the
strength of the dyebath, for unmercerised and mercerised fabric.

In the present trials, the unmercerised fabrics were dyed with 2% Procion Blue H-EG, the
mercerised fabrics with 1.5%. Using the equations derived in the laboratory study, the
expected values for the CIELAB lightness co-ordinate (L) would be
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unmercerised: 38.71

mercerised: 36.45

Actual values are given in Table 14. As no consistent difference was found between fabrics
differing only in stitch length, the results obtained on the individual fabrics have been
averaged.

Three points emerge:

 the observed values are very close to the predicted figures;

 two-fold yarns gave slightly higher figures (perhaps because of lustre);

 there is little difference between tubular and open-width processing.

4.5. Other Properties

There are several other fabric properties that might have been studied in this project, but for
one reason or another, were not. These included:

 edge curling;

 hairiness;

 lustre;

 elasticity;

 extensibility under a given load.

From a subjective examination, it appears that edge-curling might have been improved as a
result of mercerising; hairiness and lustre are better after tubular processing (perhaps
reflecting differences in the mechanical action of the dyeing equipment); elasticity and
extensibility seem to be fairly good all round. Some thought should be given in the near
future to devising reliable test methods for some or all of these important properties.

5. Conclusions

With the exception of colour yield, for the augmentation of which both processes appear to
have been equally effective, the open-width and tubular routes have resulted in mercerised
fabrics with markedly differing properties. In every structural property which has been
examined (stitch spacings, weight, spirality, thickness) the tubular process has resulted in
significant changes in the relaxed structure. Open-width mercerising has produced much
smaller structural modifications; in some cases it is impossible to be sure that any change at
all has taken place; this was not due to any difference in mercerising strength of the caustic
used, although a shorter swelling time may have been a contributing cause.

There were no signs of permanent creasing in the tubular mercerised fabrics. As crease
marks still appear on commercially mercerised tubular fabrics available on the market, this
gives an indication of the superior quality of the Omez equipment; nevertheless, it has been
noted that trials carried out with similar fabrics on virtually the same machine at different
times gave very different results in terms of structural changes and there is a clear need for a
fundamental study to improve the process control.

The well-documented problem of wale spacing variation in open-width mercerised fabrics
was observed, but this may not be an insurmountable problem. Both Artos and Sandoz, with
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their Mercevic and SM processes respectively, claim to be able to produce open-width
mercerised products without wale spacing variations; Goller are developing a new merceriser
which, they think, should solve the problem, and at least one user of a Benninger knitgoods
merceriser claims to have succeeded in operating his equipment under conditions which do
not result in the production of this fault.

It cannot really be said at this stage that tubular mercerising is better than open-width, or vice
versa. They are different, giving products which are different. Indeed, different machines
even within one group or the other may give different results, so that we cannot say that
knitgoods mercerising is a single process, or even two; and a better insight into the
mechanisms governing the technique is urgently required.
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Table 6

Standard Deviations of Wale Spacing Measurements
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Figure 1 (a)

Variation in Wale Spacing Across Fabric Width - 24 gauge Fabrics, Unrelaxed
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Figure 1 (b)

Variation in Wale Spacing Across Fabric Width - 28 gauge Fabrics, Unrelaxed
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Figure 2 (a)

Variation in Wale Spacing Across Fabric Width - 24 gauge Fabrics, Relaxed
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Figure 2 (b)

Variation in Wale Spacing Across Fabric Width - 28 gauge Fabrics, Relaxed
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Figure 3 (a)

Strength vs. Weight of Singles-Yarn Fabrics

Figure 3 (b)

Strength vs. Weight of Twofold-Yarn Fabrics
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Figure 4 (a)

Spirality vs. Weight of Singles-Yarn Fabrics

Figure 4 (b)

Spirality vs. Weight of Twofold-Yarn Fabrics


